ATE Enterprises Private Limited

https://www.indiamart.com/ate-enterpriseslimited-delhi/

Manufacturer of textile, garment machinery etc. Also offering machine to machine solution, printing solution and packaging solution.
About Us

A.T.E. Enterprises Private Limited (ATEEPL) established in 1939 is headquartered in Mumbai, India. Dedicated to industrial sales, distribution, and service, ATEEPL operates in the domains of:

- Textile Engineering
- Clean Technology
- Print and Packaging Solutions

A professional and dynamic organization, ATEEPL is certified under ISO 9001:2008. The company is distinguished for its domain expertise, innovative technology solutions from across the globe, representation of 50+ world renowned principals and its over seven decades of impeccable customer service. Besides its pan India presence, ATEEPL has a subsidiary at Dhaka in Bangladesh, a new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility to manufacture precision spinning machinery components at Ahmedabad, India, and above all a strong 300+ professionals committed to Total Customer Satisfaction.

ATEEPL offers a wide spectrum of services encompassing manufacturing, marketing, pre-sales consultancy, sales, distribution, after-sales-services. It also has expertise in handling turnkey projects. Here is an overview of ATEEPL's businesses:

Textile Engineering:

ATEEPL has a formidable presence in textile engineering, both in conventional and technical textiles. The company provides a wide range of textile machinery and accessories across the textile value chain along with a comprehensive range of utilities. ATEEPL is thus...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/ate-enterpriseslimited-delhi/aboutus.html
SPINNING MACHINERY

- Blow Room
- Carding Spinning Machinery
- Drawing
- Drawing Spinning Machinery
ROVING

Zinser - 668

Zinser - 670 RoWeMat

Zinser - 670 BigPac

Zinserspeed 51M
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Roving Spinning Machinery
- Card - TC 11
- Card - TC 5-1
- Draw Frame TD - 7
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Draw Frame TD -8
- Bobbin Transport System
- Zinser - 351
- XO Smart
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CONTACT US
ATE Enterprises Private Limited
Contact Person: Shailendra Singh
A-1/172, Ground Floor Main Najafgarh Road
New Delhi - 110058, Delhi, India
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